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1" Choose the correct option of the following :

. 1 x7=7

harmonic, if

0 the motion is along a straight line

(it) the particle moves back and forth
over the sarne Path

(tit) acceleration of the particle is
proportional to its disPlacement

(iu) All of the above.

Contd.



A man pushes awall but fails to displace
it. The work done in this process is
(i) negative work
(ii) positive but less work
(iii) positive and large work
(iu) no work

The moment of inertia of a spherical shell
about its diameter is

)(t) t**'
tiit ?run'l--, 5

(iii) Z**'
.. 7 ,r-'2(iu) ,**'

(d.) If the radius of earth were to shrink by
one per cent (its mass remaining the
same) , then the acceleration due to
gravity on the earth's surface
(t) would decrease

(it would remain unchanged
(iit) would increase
(iu) Cannot be predicted
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Length contraction happens

(t) along perpendicular to the direction
of motion

(it) along the direction of motion

(ih,) Both of the above.

(iu) None of the above.

In a rotating frame a body experiences a

force in radially outward direction. This
is called

:

(n centripetal force

(it) centrifugal force

(iii) Coriolis fprce

(iu) Newton's force

(g) For a given material, the value of Young's

modulus (y) is 2.4 times of its shear
modulus (n ). The value of Poisson's ratio
will be

(t) 2.4

$a r.2

fiia o.4

(iu) O.2

(b)

(e)

(e)

n
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2. Answer the following questions : )x4=B l.
(a) Catrculate the angular momentum of the

spherical earth rotating about its own

a;ris. [Mass of the earth : 6 x LO24 kg an,C

mean radius : 6.4x 1 O6ml

(b) Estimate whether the following force is
conservative or not ?

;AtAiA.^r =vxt+ 4aJ+ 4zKr' r' r'

(c) A symmetrical body is rotating about its
ru<is of symmetry, its moment of inertia

about the uris of rotation being Lkg*2

and its rate of rotation is 2reus-l . what
is the angular momentum of the body ?

(d.) Calculate Poisson's ratio for silver. Given
Young's modulus for silver is

7,25 x l9lo Nm-2 and bulk modulus is

1 1 x 1o1o Nm-z .
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Answer ang three of the following :

5x3= 15

(a) State the work-enerry theorem. Prove

work-enerry theorem for a variable force"

1+4=5

(b) Write Poiseuille's equation for liquid flow

through a narrow tube and also state

its corrected form. State the t;wopossible

sources of error in the Poiseuille's
experiment. Define streamline motion.

2+2+ 1:5

(c) Point out two limitations of Newton's laws

of motion. The position vectors of two

particles are respectively n = 4i + 6j + ak

(in meters) and 72=2i +3J +2k (in

meters) . The velocity of the first particle
 AA'l

is i -2j +2k (in ms-l ). What should be

the velocity of the second particle so that

the two may collide in 5 s" (Here , i , i
A

and k denote unit vectors along x, y and

z axes, respectively) . 2+3:5
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(d.) Define inelastic collision. Discuss
inelastic collision in the laboratory france
of reference and hence calculate the lost
kinetic enerry during the collision.

1 +4:5

what do you mean by fictitious force in
accelerated frames ? what is Coriolis
force ? Under what condition does it
ome to play ? 2+L+2:s

Answer ang three of the following :

1 0 x3=30

(a) Establish the equation of motion of a
damped harmonic oscillator subjected to
resistive force that is proportional to the
first power of its velocity. If the damping
is less than critical, show that the motion
of the system is oscillatory with its
amplitude decaying exponentially with
time. If the displacement of a moving
particle at any time is given by

ft=acosat+bsinat,
tind the time period and maximum
velocity pf the particle, if e= 6, fu= B

and co = 3' 4+3+3= 1o
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What do you understand by rnoment of
inertia of a body ? Briefly explain the
concept of radius of ryration. State and
prove the theorem (or principle) of
perpendicular axes for a plane laminar
Fody.

r a diatomic molecule in stable
ilibrium and having a bond length

(the distance between the two atoms
rl the diatomic molecule), show that the
moment of inertia of the diatomic
molecule is given by
Moment of Inertia =(reduced rtass of the
moleulel x (bond lengtYqz

Assume that if mrand ryare the masses
of the atoms of lhe dia[omic molecule,
its reduced rnass is given by

p- tTLttrLz 1+1+4+4=10
7TL1 * frLZ

Give two characteristics of central force.
Derive an expression for the reCuction
of two body problem to one body under
central force.

Calculate the period of revolution of
Neptune round the Sun, given that the
diameter of the orbit is 30 times the
diameter of the Earth's orbit round the
Sun, both orbits being assu.med to be

(b)

(e)

4.

(c)

circular.
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2+5+3= 10

Contd.



(d) Show thatYoung's modulus Y; modulus
of rigidity rt and Poisson's ratio 6 are

related by the equation Y - 2r7 (t + o).

A rigid rod of L.Sm in length is fixed
Lrorizontally at one end and loaded at
the other by a mass of O .Lkg.Calculate
the depression of a point distant !.2 m
from the fixed end. Diameter of the rod
is 2 cm. Young's modulus of the material

_ 
of the rod is i .O I x 101 I Nm-2 . 6+4= 10

(e) Deduce the mathematical expression for
the law of addition of relativistic
velocities. Show that in no case the
resultant velocity of a material particle
can be greater than c. 7 +3: 10
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